DAY RIDES
All rides are custom trips. All rides will depart from and return to the barn at Sweetwater Lake Resort (up the road from
the restaurant). Children must be 5 years or older to go on one hour or cave rides.

ONE HOUR RIDE: Meander through pastures to reach a beautiful overlook of the lake. (The perfect ride for
young cowboys and cowgirls.)

$50

CAVE RIDE: Climb above the lake for a fantastic view of the resort and arrive at a UTE Indian cave with authentic pictographs

$60

TWO-HOUR RIDE : Travel up towards Hack Lake and soak up the magnificent views of the New York Mountains and the Sawatch Range.

$75

HALF-DAY RIDE: Ascend to higher grazing pastures with panoramic views of the New York Mountains and
Sawatch range. Descend through Aspen groves, wildflower fields and flowing springs while viewing the wildlife along the trail. (include a stop at the cave in your trip for a HALF-DAY RIDE PLUS CAVE RIDE)

$95
$100

FULL-DAY RIDE: Journey into the high country of the Flat Tops Wilderness for spectacular views of mountains as far away as the Maroon Bells. Observe the wildlife in their natural habitat. Lunch included. Optional
destinations include: Hack Lake, Turret Meadows and Sweetwater Creek.

$130

FULL-DAY FISHING TRIPS: Horseback straight to either Hack Lake or Turret Meadows and spend the day
catching Brook Trout. (You must bring your own fishing license and all equipment must fit on a horse. We can
provide some gear if needed.) Lunch included.

$175

ADVENTURE RIDE: Leave early in the morning and stay in the saddle for an even longer ride than the full day.
Lunch will be provided. Ride deep into the Flat Tops Wilderness and return with the setting sun. Choose from
many destinations and trails that will provide you with a wilderness experience you will never forget. Dinner
after at the chuck wagon, BYOB!

$195

* ADD A WINE, CHEESE AND FRUIT MOUNTAIN
LUNCH FOR $12 PER PERSON .

PICNIC FOR $35 PER PERSON OR A COWBOY BROWN BAG

SUMMER PACK TRIPS
Ride and pack into our base camp in Sweetwater Creek or Goat Mountain camp in Turret Creek. Enjoy everything cooked on an open fire along with Dutch oven baking. A Real western adventure! A $100 deposit lassos
your horse. All food and gear is provided.

TWO DAYS WITH ONE OVERNIGHT:
THREE TO FIVE DAYS INTO THE FLAT TOPS WILDERNESS:

$400 Per person
$200 Per person / Day

AT THE BARN
PONY RIDES FOR COWBOYS AND COWGIRLS:
Perfect for little ones to short to reach their stirrups!

$10 per ride + tip

*Reservations recommended, rates do not include gratuity for wrangler.

